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Abstra t. A qui kly hanging, not predi table environment ompli ates
autonomous de ision making in a system of mobile robots. To simplify
a tion sele tion we suggest a suitable redu tion of de ision spa e by
restri ting the number of exe utable a tions the agent an hoose from.
We use supervised neural learning to automati ly learn su ess rates
of a tions to fa ilitate de ision making. To determine probabilities of
su ess ea h agent relies on its sensory data. We show that using our
approa h it is possible to ompute probabilities of su ess lose to the
real su ess rates of a tions and further we give a few results of games
of a RoboCup simulation team based on this approa h.

1 Introdu tion
The RoboCup so er server [Noda98℄ o ers a ouple of low level ommands
for so er agents to hoose from ea h 100 ms. Mainly they have the following
options: turn (angle), dash (power), ki k (power) (angle). Only a player possessing
the ball an ki k. Our fo us lies on more omplex high level a tions su h as pass,
shoot2goal or go2ball whi h represent a sequen e of low level ommands ea h.
[Matsubara96℄ investigated the learning of su ess rates of pass play and goal
shots in so er server in a ertain game situation using one feed forward network
with one output unit for ea h a tion. We ompute an expli it situation dependent
su ess rate for n de ned a tions using n neural networks (one for ea h a tion).
From all promising a tions (estimated su ess rate ex eeds threshold) the one
ranked highest in a priority list is hosen to be exe uted. In the following we
substantiate our ar hite ture and present our learning algorithm and learning
environment. Last we show empiri al results and results of games and omplete
with a nal dis ussion.

2 Ar hite ture Model
If we treat the task of playing so er as an optimization problem the aim is to
ontrol our agents in the given environment su h that they s ore more goals
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Fig. 1. The features of the network omputing the su ess rate of pass play: distan e
to the pass andidate d , angle of an opponent player to the line to the pass andidate
a and the distan e of this opponent player do.

than the opponent team does. We an estimate the number of possible poli ies
by dis retising the angle and the power value of the low level ommands: Assuming 72 possible angles (5 degree steps) to turn to or to ki k to and 10 power
levels to dash with or to ki k with we get 72+10+720 di erent ommands to
hoose from for a player possessing the ball at one time step. This means we
have up to 8023000 di erent poli ies over a period of ve minutes for only one
agent. This for es us to redu e the number of possible hoi es per time step. To
do this we introdu e a number of a tions A = fa1 ; ::; an g from whi h the agent
an hoose. Similar ar hite tures have also been used in [Dorer99℄ where a tions
are represented as onsummatory nodes in a Behavior Network, in [Stone99℄
and in earlier works su h as [Stone98℄ and [Burkhard97℄ as well. De ning the a tions dribble (with parameters left, right, forward), shoot2goal (with parameters
left/right orner, enter of goal) and pass (with teammate positions as parameters) for a player possessing the ball we already over a wide spa e of useful
possibilities having left only about a dozen options instead of 802. The de ned
a tions are ranked in a priority list A a ording to their gain G(ai ): A goal shot
is better than a pass, a pass to a player near the opponent goal is better than a
pass ba k and so on. For ea h a tion ai 2 A a su ess rate P (ai ) is omputed.
From all promising a tions (P (ai ) ex eeds threshold ai ) the one aex with the
highest position in the priority list is exe uted:
(1)
P (aex)  aex ^ 6 9aj 2 A : (P (aj )  aj ^ G(aj ) > G(aex))
The thresholds ai are initially tuned manual but an be adapted online
depending on the opponents strength. Obviously we need a default a tion in
ase of low su ess rates of all other a tions (P (ai ) < ai 8i). Regarding a player
holding the ball this ould be dribble (
) for example. The next se tion
explains how to ompute the su ess rates P (ai ).
forward

3 Learning Su ess Rates
Within our rst experiments we determined the P (ai ) by simple manually dened fun tions based on attributes like goal is near or teammate is free whi h

did surprising well. But to rea h values of P (ai ) lose to the real su ess rates
neural learning was hosen. Therefore we apply multi layer per eptrons as des ribed in [Hertz91℄ (one for ea h a tion) with one or two hidden layers and one
output unit representing the su ess rate. Moreover we repla e the ba kpropagation algorithm with Rprop [Riedml93℄ be ause of its more sophisti ated step size
omputation in gradient des ent whi h is done on the quadrati error fun tion
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where T is the training set and t = (Xt ; Yt ) is a single pattern. netai denotes
the neural network orresponding to a tion ai . The inputs Xt of those networks
are a tion spe i features. In gure 1 the features of pass play are given as an
exemplar. In this ase a pattern t onsists of ((d ; a ; do ); Yt ). The pass network
omputes su ess rates for all known opponent players and the lowest network
output is returned as nal estimation of the su ess rate of pass play:

P (pass) = minoppfnetpass (Xopp)g

(3)

where Xopp are the features of a pass to a ertain andidate onsidering
the opponent player opp. Analogously but with di erent features estimations of
su ess rates of goal shots are determined.
For instan e to reate training patterns (Xt ; Yt ) of pass play we automatially generate random situations with one player (TeamA) playing a pass, one
opponent player (TeamB) and one pass andidate (TeamA) both trying to inter ept the ball. If the ball rea hes the andidate the features Xt are saved with
Yt = 1 else with Yt = 0. Features Xt are measured at the moment the agent
starts to play a pass.
In pra ti e we learned su ess rates of the a tions pass, shoot2goal and go2ball.
Therefore networks with 3-5-1, 3-5-1 and 5-8-5-1 topology lead to the best results. The sizes of the training sets ranged between 800 (3-5-1 networks) and
8000 (5-8-5-1 network). In all ases less than 100 learning epo hs were enough
to rea h a minimum error on the test sets (200 and 2000 patterns).
Contrary to pass and shoot2goal su ess rates of go2ball were only learned without opponent players in order to designate one player of the own team to go
to the ball. Even if an opponent agent holds the ball it seems reasonable that
at least one player atta ks him. For that reason teammates instead of opponent
players are in luded in omputation of P (go2ball).

4 Results
In order to evaluate our on ept we played simulation games against di erent
teams su h as [Burkhard97℄, [Stone98℄ and our own team in whi h we measured
the real su ess rates S (ai ) of a tions ai resulting from di erent adjustments
of the threshold parameters ai . A tions were only exe uted if P (ai )  ai .
S (ai )/ai ratios of the a tions pass, shoot2goal and go2ball are plotted in gures

Su ess rates of pass play in games: The real su ess rate S (pass) depending on
an see that in a ertain area S (pass) and pass are nearly
identi al.

Fig. 2.

pass was measured. One

2, 3 and 4. Pass play was tested with ai  40% only be ause in pra ti e
we need high su ess rates in pass play. Likewise goal shots were tested with
ai  40% be ause 40% statisti ally means already 0.4 goals. S (ai)/ai is
about 1 for pass and shoot2goal but only about 21 for go2ball be ause in training
su ess was only learned against teammates. In real games opponent players
try to get the ball as well but our networks used in this experiments do not
depend on opponent players be ause it makes sense to go towards the ball even
if an opponent agent holds it. All results are based on 1000 exe uted a tions
per adjustment of ai (S (ai ) is interpolated). Real time problems aused by
too large or too many networks never o urred even with ve agents on one
166MHz AMD linux ma hine. Main temporal e ort of this algorithm appears
while learning but not in appli ation.
In addition to our statisti s our on ept was quite su essful in games of our
team Karlsruhe Brainstormers against some simulator league teams of 1999:

Lo ation

Opponent team

Ranking at Our result
RoboCup 99
1999 Autumn Japan Camp 11 Monkeys [Yamamoto99℄
4.
1:0
1999 Autumn Japan Camp Essex Wizards [Kostiadis99℄
3.
3:1
RoboCup 1999
Essex Wizards [Kostiadis99℄
3.
0:1
1999 Autumn Japan Camp Magma Freiburg [Dorer99℄
2.
1:3

Su ess rates of goal shots in games: The e e tive su ess rate S (shoot2goal)
depending on shoot2goal is lose to shoot2goal over the full observed period.

Fig. 3.

Su ess rates of go2ball in games: S (go2ball) is about half go2ball . That makes
sense sin e in the training environment su ess was learned only versus teammates but
not versus opponent players.

Fig. 4.

Furthermore Karlsruhe Brainstormers made with 32:0 in RoboCup 1999 the
highest mat h win ever rea hed in a RoboCup tournament.

5 Con lusion
De ision making in a system of autonomous mobile robots usually leads to a
huge number of possible poli ies. We an simplify the problem by pruning the
number of possible hoi es from whi h a robot has to sele t. Indeed we should
not ignore that through this we may lose some good or even optimal poli ies.
Thus we have to sele t the possible a tions arefully. In our ase it is imaginable
whi h a tions a robot needs at least to play so er.
The learning of su ess rates seems to be a quali ed way to hoose from a ouple
of possible a tions. In most ases results prove that it is feasible to obtain values
whi h resemble the measured su ess rates. Of ourse those results of S (ai )
annot be exa t ai be ause of the noisy environment and the limited view
and information of a so er agent. Maybe results be ome better with a superior
per eption or a di erent set of features. The spe i features are hosen manually
so far. The most important parameters of this approa h are the thresholds ai
whi h remain to be tuned by human. These parameters are not some magi
numbers but a set of values one an imagine what they are doing: If (pass)
is set to 0:7 pass play is only exe uted if the estimated su ess rate of pass
play P (pass) is at least 70%. It's understood that this approa h means only a
one step optimization be ause future a tions are not regarded so far. This ould
be hanged by de ning the gain G(ai ) (whi h is responsible for the ranking
of the priority list) dependent on the su ess rates of future a tions. However
it is diÆ ult to determine the su ess rates of future a tions be ause of the
qui kly hanging environment. Therefore it would be ne essary to optimize for
all possible future situations. Hen eforth Karlsruhe Brainstormers will follow
this idea. In parallel some of this work will be in luded in mid size league robots
Agilo RoboCuppers Muni h [Klups h99℄. It will be a hallenge to automatize the
generation of training patterns with real robots.
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